Press release

GOODRAM Industrial announces its participation at
Embedded World 2018
This year’s edition of Embedded World, the international industrial trade show for embedded
systems will be held from February 27th to March 1st in Nuremberg, Germany. The list of
exhibitors from around the world, includes a polish company Wilk Elektronik, which will
present its industrial memory lineup under GOODRAM Industrial brand.
Laziska Gorne, 19 February 2018

At its booth (Hall No. 2, Stand No. 2-541), GOODRAM Industrial will showcase a full range of
NAND-based industrial storage products including popular Solid State Drive form factors from
2,5” SATA through mSATA and mSATA mini to M.2 as well as removable storage products such
as Flash Drives as well as microSD, SD, CFast and Compact Flash memory cards. Naturally
GOODRAM will also present all generations of their acclaimed industrial DIMM And SO-DIMM
memory modules.
Since 2013, GOODRAM Industrial memory has been successfully implemented in number of
industrial applications, such as video recorders, POS solutions, parking meters, ticket machines,
parcel lockers, control cabinets and many other applications operating under harsh conditions
and where any downtimes are not allowed.
- Wilk Elektronik is the only manufacturer of industrial memory in the CEE region and one of only
few in Europe. Features which distinguish our brand are: customer support throughout the
product life, ensuring the long-term product availability and putting major focus on quality says Wiesław Wilk, CEO of Wilk Elektronik.
To ensure continued quality, all products are manufactured in GOODRAM factory in Poland and
are assembled only from the industrial-grade components coming from the major chip
suppliers, resulting in the highest possible reliability, customers can expect. Furthermore, Wilk
Elektronik ensures fixed BOM and extended temperature range for all products. Last but not
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least, efficient PCN and EOL management, guarantees peace of mind and assures that
customers can rely on GOODRAM Industrial anytime and anywhere.
- Environmental testing in climate chambers, supplemented with our in-house designed hightemperature verification platforms to ensure extended operating temperature ranges, over 300
testing platforms with in-house designed software and 27-years of experience in cooperating
with the world’s best IC suppliers is just a part of our know-how, which we will gladly share with
Embedded World visitors – emphasizes Wieslaw Wilk

More info at: www.goodram.com
e-mail: marketing@goodram.com

